Digitally-signed ECCOE credentials
Building the Foundations
In order to fully understand and appreciate how the European Digital Credentials for Learning
Infrastructure works, how HEIs can prepare and award digitally-signed credentials, and to
catch a glimpse of how learners can access, store and use their credentials, ECCOE partners
suggest prospective implementers to familiarise themselves with the entire flow of becoming
European Digital Credentials for Learning (EDC) issuers and owners. The following pages will
guide you through the practical steps. If you face any difficulties, please get in touch with us.

Advantages of European Digital Credentials for Learning over traditional
paper based certificates
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Multilingual Credentials
The EDC issuer and viewer platforms are available in multiple languages. Users will soon be
able to change both the browsing interface and the language of the content (if available) as
illustrated below. Credentials can have one primary and up to 28 additional languages to
present their content.
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The credential building templates (including the Excel template) will help issuers to prepare
credential data in these multiple languages in a user-friendly way.

Legally admissible, tamper-evident credentials
If an institution wants to issue legally admissible digital credentials, one of the technical
prerequisites is that it has to have a so-called qualified electronic seal. This can be seen as
the digital equivalent of an institution's official rubber stamp.
According to Article 35, Point 1 in the Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 of The European
Parliament And of The Council of 23 July 2014 on electronic identification and trust services
for electronic transactions in the internal market and repealing Directive 1999/93/EC: “An
electronic seal shall not be denied legal effect and admissibility as evidence in legal
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proceedings solely on the grounds that it is in an electronic form or that it does not meet the
requirements for qualified electronic seals.”
Once a digital credential has been successfully awarded via an EDC-compliant issuer
platform, the instant and automatic authentication and verification checks will inform credential
viewers (in real time) of the credential’s validity. As soon as a credential expires, or if the
electronic document was tempered with, the corresponding check will show a red (x) symbol
and a short description of the check outcome.

There is a generic description of the qSeal acquisition process on the Europass Interoperability
pages. Procedures and fees are likely to be different in different EU countries, but in most
cases a third party, either in the home country or another EU country1, needs to be paid to
give the service of e-seals to the institution awarding the credential.

1

There are no listed TSPs that offer q-Seals in Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Malta and
Sweden
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If you are embarking on the Seal acquisition process, please make sure that you identify a
Trusted Service Provider who can deliver a QCert for eSeal, noting that there is also QCert
for eSig, that is a different service.
Prospective credential issuers and early implementers are invited, and permitted, to
experiment with the platform features before committing to acquire a qualified electronic seal.
The so-called ‘Playground’ environment allows the issuance of credentials with a ‘mock seal’,
but credentials issued from this platform will fail the SEAL verification step as shown on the
right in the figure above.

Where do European Digital Credentials for Learning Live?
The first, and currently only implementer of the EDC standard and code is Europass, although
countries across the EU are working towards - partially or fully - adopting the system.
Once a person creates an EU Login account they make it possible to receive direct credential
deposits into their Europass wallet. The address of this unique wallet is the EU Login
Username itself:

Credential issuers can issue EDCs via email (as attachments), but can only deposit them
directly into Europass wallets if they know the 8-digit alphanumeric wallet address, i.e.
Username, of their credential recipients (in other words if the wallet holder provides this
information to the issuer, as this is personal data). Wallet holders can also upload manually
their EDC-compliant credentials received via email.
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With regards to credentials stored in one’s wallet, unless the wallet owner shares his/her
credentials, they are only visible and accessible to the person that created the EU Login and
Europass account2.
Once a user created an EU Login, it can be associated with their Europass account both in
the ‘Playground’ and in the Production environments. Please note, however, that the credential
deposit is environment dependent, so the playground issuer can only issue to playground
wallet and production issuer to production wallet, even if the wallet address is identical in the
two distinct environments.

Being an EDC owner
To explore the potentials of European Digital Credentials for Learning (EDC) use from a
credential holder’s point of view, please register a Europass account - you can do this in the
live ‘production’ environment at https://europa.eu/europass/en and/or in the so-called
‘playground’ area at https://webgate.acceptance.ec.europa.eu/europass/ (please note that
this latter site is occasionally temporarily unavailable when the developer team is deploying
updates).

2

Please note that these are two separate actions, although since you can only create a Europass
account with an EU Login, this may appear to be one single process. On the other hand, you can create
an EU Login without creating a Europass account.
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In order to register an account you must have an EU Login. You might already have this, in
which case you’ll need to use the email address you registered your ECAS ID with, otherwise
click on the “Create an account” link in the dialogue window shown on the screenshot below.

Once you created your EU Login and subsequently your Europass account, you will be
prompted to create your profile. If you used the old Europass CV template before, you can
upload that pdf document and the wizard will guide you through the profile creation steps.
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After logging in to your Europass account, click on the “My Library” menu in the top menu bar.
Following the library sections “CVs” and “Cover letters” you will find a third section titled
“Certificates and diplomas” in the title row you will also find your wallet ID address is that is
following the format of “europa.eu/europass/wallet/a2c4e6g8.” where a2c4e6g8 is your EU
Login ID.
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How to Become an EDC Issuer?
Both in the ‘playground’ and ‘production’ environments any interested party can access the
credential data preparation tools, namely the Online Credential Builder and downloadable
custom Excel templates.

Anybody can get a close enough look at how EDCs look like and function, upload and preview
credential data...
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...but issuers will need to have an eSeal to be able to send these credentials. In the
‘playground’ environment there is no restriction on the type of seal issuers use, so any selfsigned certificate can be used to run the complete credential awarding flow. However,
institutions wanting to issue real, legally admissible digitally-signed credentials, need either to
have access to a qualified electronic seal or get a third party, that does have a qSeal, to seal
on their behalf, as it is illustrated on the screen shot below.

Please note that acquiring a qSeal may be a complex and lengthy procurement process
needing the involvement of the institution’s legal representative.
Beyond the simple preview of credential data content, to be able to actually issue EDCs, there
are a couple of prerequisites institutions need to fulfill.

Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
Unless you already have it, you will need to install a Java runtime environment (JRE) on
your computer.
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Self-Signed Certificate
The ‘playground’ issuer can be used by any individual who possesses a ‘mock-seal’. ECCOE
partners are invited to use the getaCert service (or an alternative of their preference) to register
a self-signed certificate.
Fill in the handful of compulsory fields as instructed by the form and click on “Next Page”.

Review your self-signed certificate and hit the “Submit self-signed Certificate” button.

The next page will provide you with links to important information and documents.
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Click on the “Public key(.cer)” and “Entire certificate (pkcs12)” links and save these files, then
follow these installation steps to instal your newly created self-signed certificate, that will be
your ‘mock seal’ to seal test credentials in the ‘playground’ environment.

qSeal Device
Institutions that acquired their qualified electronic seal, will be provided with access to any
additional software necessary to use the device supplied by the Trust Service Provider (TSP).
If you are unsure, please contact your TSP.

NexU
Finally, after you acquired your qSeal (or mock seal), you will need to download and install
NexU on your computer. NexU will need to be running when you’re ready to seal your
credentials.

How to Issue an EDC?
Excel Method
Download the latest3 blank Excel template from the Issuer platform and populate it with data,
or use a pre-populated sample supplied by ECCOE. To build your own credential from scratch,
you might find this tutorial video helpful.
Go to https://webgate.acceptance.ec.europa.eu/europass/edci-issuer/ (once again, please
note that this site is occasionally temporarily unavailable when the developer team is deploying
updates) and click on the “Upload XLS spreadsheet” cloud icon on the bottom of the page as
indicated below.

3

As the EDC Issuer evolves, updated Excel templates will be available for download and use. Note that
there may be substantial enough changes in the tool that will not be compatible with older templates.
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Select and upload one of the credential xlsm files mentioned above - don’t forget to run the
NexU.jar application! Now skip to the Sealing and Sending your credentials chapter.

Online Credential Builder (OCB)
The Online Credential Builder allows you to enter your data entirely via your web browser and
it lets you create reusable credential templates in a password protected personal repository.
One of the advantages of using the OCB for data preparation is that a team can work on
shared templates collectively (as long as they all have the user ID and password to login to
the template repository). Just click on the first icon in the “Build” section, and you will be taken
to the login page.
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Once you logged in, you can access your credential templates. There is no prescribed
sequence of populating your templates with data, you can start the process by adding your
institutional data on the ‘Organisations’ tab, or creating your first credential template on the
opening screen shown below, and add ‘Achievement’, ‘Activity’, etc. components as you
progress with the documentation.

Wherever you start the process, you will have to remember that there are a few compulsory
credential properties that you must provide to be allowed to send your credentials. These fields
of data, illustrated by the 3 screenshots shown below, are:
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●
●

●
●
●

Credential Title
Identification of an Issuer by
○ Legal Name
○ Legal Identifier and
○ Country
Valid From date
Credential Type (currently only ‘Generic’ is available)
Identification of Recipient(s) by
○ their First Name and Last Name and
○ their E-mail and/or Wallet address
○ (and if the credential contains an achievement proven by assessment, the
Grade achieved)
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Simpler credentials, such as certificates of participation, only require a handful of basic pieces
of information, while more complex credentials, such as this one, can be built by linking
achievements, activities and entitlements to the credential. Additionally, issuers can tailor their
European Digital Credential for Learning to resemble their traditional certificate’s look and feel
by using custom HTML templates.

In case a credential contains reference to an achievement, this linked achievement can be
created under the ‘Achievements’ tab of the Online Credential Builder. This is where you can
provide further information (about volume of learning, thematic area in ISCED-f terms, ECTS
credit point, etc.) and references to the acquired learning outcomes and an assessment that
proves the achievement of these linked learning outcomes. You can also list here the specific
learning activities that influenced the achievement (see an illustration below).
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To populate your templates with data, you can select organisations, assessments, activities,
learning outcomes, etc. by clicking in the data field. As soon as you click into the content box
the list of your selectable items will appear. You can narrow this list down by starting to type
the title of the activity, assessment, etc. that you are wishing to link to as the illustration below
demonstrates. If you would like to add something that doesn’t exist yet, just click on the +
button next to the content box and you will be able to provide details (of a new organisation,
activity, etc.) in a new pop-up window.
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Once you built your credential and established all the applicable associations to achievements,
activities, assessments, etc. you are ready to take the last step of data preparation, by clicking
on the ‘paper plane’ icon as shown below.

Now choose from the two options of credential recipient data provision. In case you only have
a few credentials to issue, you may prefer to enter names and addresses (and grades, if
applicable) manually, otherwise you can download a simple Excel template that allows you to
prepare your recipient data file for 10-50 credential recipients.
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If you choose the first option, on the next screen you can enter personal data manually, adding
more credential recipients by clicking on the (+) Add Another Recipient link. Please note, that
you will also be asked to confirm that your organisation’s data protection policy allows you to
share this data with Europass for the duration of the issuing session, for the purpose of
creating and issuing your credentials by ticking the box circled on the screenshot below in red.

Once you have more than one recipients, you can delete unwanted recipients by clicking on
the
links displayed at the bottom of each data section.
Whether you choose manual data entry ot the preparation of an Excel file, to identify your
credential recipients, you can specify their:
●

First Name and Last Name (compulsory),

●

Date Of Birth (optional),

●

Country of citizenship (optional),

●

Country of birth (optional),

●

National ID number (optional),
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●

Address of residence (optional),

●

Gender (optional), and

●

E-mail and/or Wallet address (compulsory),

●

(and if applicable, you will have to specify the grade(s) they achieved in their
assessment(s) - compulsory)

Please find an example for demonstration.

Now you can click on the Next button in the bottom right corner of your dialogue window to
preview, seal and send your credential(s).

Sealing and Sending your credentials
Once you upload your XLSM file, or clicked on the “issue” icon in the Online Credential Builder
and supplied your credential recipients’ personal information, you can click on the eye icon to
preview your credential(s), or go straight to pressing the blue “Seal” button.
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If this is the first time you use your new mock seal, NexU will provide you with a Signature
Mean Selection window, where you should choose the “New keystore” option. If you already
have your qSeal, you will be able to access it from the “Windows keystore”.

Select the Type of the Keystore (PKCS12) and, for the Keystore question, the certificate you
downloaded before.
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Now you will be prompted to provide the ‘password’ getaCert gave you on the notification
screen, and you’ll be offered an opportunity for NexU to remember this signature for future
use.

Once you already added your signature, you will just have to select it from the opening screen
after you pressed the “Seal” button, or choose “Windows keystore” and choose the key stored
there as shown below.
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After you successfully sealed your credential, a green tick icon will appear in the second
column of the dialogue window. After this step, you can click “Send” and - voila - your
credential is on its way to its recipient.

Thank You!
Thank you for taking the time and effort to complete this tutorial. We hope you found the
exercises and prospects valuable. If you have any questions or enquiries, please get in touch
with us.
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